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Date: 8/12/93  Time: ~ 1:00
Location: Mound site EXCAVATION
Doug & Joan collecting sample
Reason for Photo: Chariot Site

By: Atley  Roll# 0071893 Frame # 12
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Date: 8/15/93  Time: ~ 1:00
Location: Original bore hole #1
Reason for Photo: Chariot Site

By: Atley  Roll# 0072993 Frame # 14
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Date: 8/15/93     Time: 1500
Location: Bore hole #2 - on beach
Reason for Photo: Original bore hole Project Chariot
By: Alberg     Roll # 009PC93 Frame # 2
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Date: 8/15/93     Time: 1540
Location: Bore Hole #4
N 48° 05' 58" W 110° 44' 18"
Reason for Photo: Original Bore Hole Project Chariot
By: Alberg     Roll # 009PC93 Frame # 3
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Date: 8/15/93  Time:  2/00
Location:  Survey Marker #5
           (Project Chariot Site)
Reason for Photo:  Survey marker
By:  Atberg  Roll # 009PC93  Frame # 4
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Date: 8/15/93  Time:  2/530
Location:  Bore Hole #3
           N 68°5'58", W 165°44'15"
Reason for Photo:  Original Bore hole
By:  Atberg  Roll # 009PC93  Frame # 5
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Date: 8/1/73
Time: 12:30
Location: Bore hole #7, Chief Oil Site

By: Albers
Roll: 002043 Frame #11

Reason for Photo: Original bore hole
Location: Bore hole #7, Chief Oil Site
Date: 8/1/73
Time: 12:30
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By: Albers
Roll: 002043 Frame #10

Reason for Photo: Original bore hole
Location: Bore hole #7, Chief Oil Site
Date: 8/1/73
Time: 12:30
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By: Albers
Roll: 002043 Frame #9

Reason for Photo: Original bore hole
Location: Bore hole #7, Chief Oil Site
Date: 8/1/73
Time: 12:30
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Date: 8/15/93  Time: ~1830
Location: Bore hole #8 - Chariot Site

Reason for Photo: Original Bore Hole Chariot Site

By: Alberg  Roll# 009PC93 Frame # 14
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Date: 8/24/93 Time: 1325

Location: Bore Hole #1
N 68° 5' 57" W 105° 46' 26"

Reason for Photo: Sample collection

By: Alberg Roll # 00S493 Frame # 2
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Date: 8/24/93 Time: 1423

Location: Sample of shale collected down the beach (east) 1st valley - narrow
N 08° 05' 20" W 105° 46' 00"

Reason for Photo: Background shale sample

By: Alberg Roll # 00S493 Frame # 3
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Date: 8/24/93  Time:     1450

Location:  Bore hole N 68° 5' 58"  W 165° 44' 15"

        (outside hole)
Reason for Photo:  Background sample collection
By: Alberg  Roll # 06SPC93  Frame # 6
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Date: 8/24/93  Time:     1423

Location:  Sample of shale East down beach
N 68° 5' 20"  W 165° 40' 0"

Reason for Photo:  Background shale sample
By: Alberg  Roll# 06SPC93 Frame # 5
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Date: 8/24/93
Time: 15:15
Location: View of mineral site from bore hole #7, N68° 62' 24" W165° 44' 27"
Reason for Photo: Sample collection

By: Allen
Roll # 005 R-23 Frame # 13
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Date: 8/24/93
Time: 15:15
Location: Bore Hole #7, N68° 62' 24" W165° 44' 27"
Reason for Photo: Sample collection

By: Allen
Roll # 005 R-23 Frame # 13
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Date: 8/24/93
Time: 15:15
Location: Bore Hole #7, N68° 62' 24" W165° 44' 27"
Reason for Photo: Sample collection

By: Allen
Roll # 005 R-23 Frame # 13
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Date: 8/24/93
Time: 15:15
Location: Bore Hole #7, N68° 62' 24" W165° 44' 27"
Reason for Photo: Sample collection

By: Allen
Roll # 005 R-23 Frame # 13